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1Department of Meteorology, University of Reading, Reading, UK, 2Department of Mathematics, Physics and Electrical
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Abstract Models of magnetospheric ultralow-frequency (ULF) waves can be used to study wave
phenomena and to calculate the effect of these waves on the energization and transport of radiation belt
electrons. We present a decision tree ensemble (i.e., a random forest) model of ground-based ULF wave
power spectral density driven by solar wind speed vsw, north-south component of the interplanetary
magnetic field Bz, and variance of proton number density var(Np). This model corresponds to four radial
locations in the magnetosphere (roughly L∼ 4.21 to 7.94) and spans 1–15 mHz, with hourly magnetic local
time resolution. The decision tree ensembles are easier to use than the previous model generation; they
have better coverage, perform better at predicting power, and have reduced error due to intelligently
chosen bins in parameter space. We outline the difficulties in extracting physics from parameterized
models and demonstrate a hypothesis testing framework to iteratively explore finer driving processes. We
confirm a regime change for ULF driving about Bz = 0. We posit that ULF wave power directly driven by
magnetopause perturbations corresponds to a latitude-dependent dawn-dusk asymmetry, which we see
with increasing speed. Model uncertainty identifies where the underlying physics is not fully captured; we
find that power due to substorms is less well characterized by Bz> 0, with an effect that is seen globally
and not just near midnight. The largest uncertainty is seen for the smallest amounts of solar wind driving,
suggesting that internal magnetospheric properties may play a significant role in ULF wave occurrence.
Plain Language Summary To describe the energy and motion of electrons in the radiation belts
for space weather modeling purposes, we need to be able to describe the large-scale ultralow-frequency
plasma waves. These waves can energize and transport high-energy electrons, which pose a hazard to
spacecraft. Using ground-based magnetometers whose observations directly correspond to waves in space,
we construct a machine learning model that predicts power in those waves based on incoming solar wind
properties. This performs better than the previous model and is more easily used to investigate the physics.
We demonstrate how to use it to explore the physics by comparing it to existing wave phenomena. We
find that the solar wind drives it in the ways expected but that we should not average over these processes
as some of them have a significant on/off switch. We find that two aspects of magnetospheric physics
are not fully captured in our model and contribute to the remaining uncertainty: the effect of substorms
throughout the magnetosphere and the internal state of the magnetosphere. These are likely to have a
significant additional impact on wave occurrence.
1. Introduction
Ultralow-frequency (ULF) plasma waves are implicated in the energization, transport, and radial diffusion
of electrons in Earth's radiation belts (Elkington et al., 1999; Ma et al., 2018; Mann et al., 2012). As such,
global characterization of these waves is necessary for global radiation belt models, in order to nowcast
and forecast an environment that is hostile to the satellites underpinning our everyday life. In particular,
diffusion-based radiation belt models such as the British Antarctic Survey Radiation Belt Model (BAS-RBM;
Glauert et al., 2014), Versatile Electron Radiation Belt (VERB; Subbotin et al., 2010), and the Dynamic Radia-
tion Environment Assimilation Model (DREAM; Reeves et al., 2012) utilize a radial diffusion coefficient that
depends on the power in magnetospheric ULF waves. Horne et al. (2013) identified improved characteriza-
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In addition to radiation belt forecasting, ULF wave models can be used to examine the underlying physics
of wave generation and propagation. The parameters chosen for either type of model should be causally
related to ULF wave power spectral density (PSD). Moreover, forecasting models should only use those
parameters that are routinely available. Bentley et al. (2018) found that to satisfy these criteria, one must
account for interdependence between solar wind properties that can result in misleading correlations. They
concluded that the three dominant solar wind parameters driving magnetospheric ULF waves observed at
the ground were the speed vsw, interplanetary north-south magnetic field component Bz, and the summed
power in the proton number density 𝛿Np (which can be more simply represented as the variance var(Np)).
Bentley et al. (2019) used these parameters to construct a simple empirical model of ULF wave power at
several locations, including an azimuthal (magnetic local time, MLT) resolution to account for the variation
in power around the Earth. (For brevity, we will refer to PSD as simply “power” throughout this paper.)
The model proposed by Bentley et al. (2019) is a first attempt at including the uncertainty or variance in a
ULF model, just as uncertainty is included successfully in many weather and climate modeling techniques
(see, e.g., Berner et al., 2017; Langan et al., 2014; Leutbecher et al., 2017; Weisheimer et al., 2011). However,
in order to investigate uncertainty, the Bentley et al. (2019) model divided the input parameter axes into
linearly spaced bins. Large linearly spaced bins are not optimal for data analysis or time series prediction as
the resulting model will be susceptible to several sources of bias. In this paper, we use a well-known machine
learning method, an ensemble of regression decision trees (i.e., a random forest), to construct a model of
ULF wave PSD that does not use large linearly spaced bins. Decision trees allow for a data-driven approach
to binning the feature space of input data. The resulting variable size bins (compared to Bentley et al., 2019)
give us better resolution for changes in ULF power with respect to the underlying parameters. Hence, the
model presented here has better coverage, more accurate predictions, reduced bias, and the ability to include
more parameters with the same amount of data. This allows us to improve the MLT resolution, providing
a more useful prediction and the ability to examine the effect of each solar wind parameter on ULF wave
power with MLT.
With such statistical or parameterized models, the ability to investigate the underlying physics varies not
only with the choice of parameters but also the interdependence of those parameters and the physical pro-
cesses. This is because parameterized models approximate a predicted output value such as ULF wave power
as a hypersurface, with all physical processes compounded together. In this situation, assuming that the
effect of each parameter can be used to unambiguously trace the underlying physical processes is equivalent
to assuming that the effect of each process adds linearly to the final output (here, ULF wave power). When
the input parameters are interdependent, and the physical processes are not only dependent on each other
but also upon multiple input variables, the resulting model can be highly nonlinear and a more circum-
spect approach must be taken. Here we suggest testing a series of hypotheses addressing successively finer
processes rather than attempting to tease out all physical processes at once. We show how to construct the
starter hypotheses for the simple case of variable power with MLT and suggest further processes affecting
each one that may be investigated in future.
We begin by explaining the data processing and the theory behind decision trees in section 2. In section 2.1
we describe and construct the decision trees. In section 2.2 we test the decision tree ensembles and compare
their predictions to the previous model in Bentley et al. (2019), including discussing how it reduces the error
seen in the initial model. In section 3 we show an example of how such models can be used to test our
understanding of the underlying physics; we hypothesize where we would expect to see wave power change
with MLT based on existing theories and then compare this to both the variation of power and the location
of the remaining uncertainty. We discuss how the use of decision tree ensembles mitigates known issues
with parameterizations in space physics in section 4 and conclude in section 5.
2. Constructing the Ensemble of Decision Trees (the Random Forest)
Our model is constructed using 15 years (1990–2005) of solar wind observations from OMNIWeb (King &
Papitashvili, 2005) and ground-based magnetometer observations from the CANOPUS magnetometer chain,
now upgraded to CARISMA (Mann et al., 2008; Rostoker et al., 1995). From OMNIWeb, we use hourly val-
ues of vsw and Bz, while var(Np) is constructed from 1 min data, interpolating data gaps if 8 min or fewer are
missing per hour and discarding that hour otherwise. From the magnetometer chain, we use ground stations
FCHU, GILL, ISLL, and PINA, which have average L values of 7.94, 6.51, 5.40, and 4.21 over the 15 years
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used (values from Rae et al., 2012). The processing method is the same as used in Bentley et al. (2019).
To summarize, processing involves removing outliers from the 5 s resolution data and then calculating PSD
in hourly windows. After using first a low-pass Butterworth filter with passband 0–84 mHz, the multitaper
method with a time halfbandwidth product of 1.4 is applied to find the PSD at each frequency. Details and
justification of the PSD calculation can be found in Bentley (2019). Ensembles of decision trees are con-
structed (and made available) for each of these frequencies, but we choose to show all our examples at 5 mHz
throughout this paper.
Note that throughout this work we refer to solar wind properties and other inputs as input parameters and
to the model settings as either hyperparameters or simply settings. In machine learning terminology these
would usually be called input features and (hyper)parameters, respectively, while our predicted PSD output
would be called the target feature.
For each station and frequency, we train a model on the input parameters [vsw,Bz,var(Np),MLT]. The three
solar wind parameters were identified by Bentley et al. (2018) as the three dominant drivers of instantaneous











. This removes an artificial split at midnight, allowing for continuous MLT. We train a model at
each station, frequency, and component in order to retain the original discrete values as it is not appropriate
to represent power continuously along these input parameters. Stations are by design discrete and spaced
such that although power between them may be correlated, they should not be experiencing the effect of
the same waves. Geomagnetic components represent an orthogonal basis and are usually considered to
represent independent processes. This is idealized, but we expect this is a feature necessary for most users.
Finally, frequency values should be separated as power can be smeared across nearby frequencies during the
calculation of PSD. To account for this, users should either integrate total power of neighboring frequencies
or select frequencies with the appropriate spacing. This effect is removed here by showing all results at a
single frequency (5 mHz) and is discussed in the documentation of the saved models for any interested users.
We choose a decision tree as we can not only improve the predictions of Bentley et al. (2019) but also drasti-
cally improve the resolution of bins in the parameter space, allowing us to examine changes of power with
MLT. The previous model used causally correlated parameters to reduce the bias resulting from the interde-
pendent relationships of solar wind properties, but other sources of bias and variance remained, such as the
choice of bins. Using large linearly spaced bins results in a compromise between defining large enough bins
in those parts of parameter space that are sparsely sampled and having too large a bin full of data points that
behave quite differently from one end of the bin to another. Space physics observations are often not uni-
formly spread throughout the parameter space; for example, Bz observations cluster around Bz = 0. Applying
large linear bins to Bz observations will result in bins that are better populated at one end, hence skewing
any predictions to that edge of the bin. On the other hand, decreasing bin size would quickly result in bins
with too small populations and hence poor coverage of the parameter space. Both these issues would result
in skewing predicted wave power values to areas of the solar wind input parameter space ([vsw,Bz,var(Np)])
where we have the most data. In this work, decision trees (and random forests) are applied to directly combat
these limitations using variable bins determined by the variance of the data.
We will show that such models reduce the error compared to the previous model (using forecasting skill),
yet are so much more efficient at using data that we gain drastically better resolution in MLT, using 24
MLT bins rather than just four sectors. All decision tree ensembles can be found on Zenodo, along with
example code to read in and apply them to solar wind values (Bentley et al., 2020). The saved models include
both geomagnetic east-west and north-south components. In the remainder of this paper we show results
exclusively using the geomagnetic north-south models.
2.1. Determining the Decision Tree Ensemble Constraints
A basic decision tree is a relatively simple algorithm (Hastie et al., 2009). For regression problems predicting
a continuous output from a continuous input it runs across the input parameter space (or “feature space”)
to find where to make a split (i.e., a bin edge). Splits are chosen based on reducing the mean square error
(MSE). Examples are the following:
1. The algorithm tests each input feature for partition locations, choosing the input parameter and param-
eter value that most reduces MSE of ULF PSD in the two newly partitioned regions (e.g., ∼450 km s−1)
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Figure 1. Visualizations of decision trees. (a) A representation of one of our decision trees, where each split becomes a
branch. (b) An example of a regression decision tree, where the model in black approximates a continuous function
fitted to the data in blue. The underlying function is y = x2 plus a normally distributed error 𝜂. (c) A two-dimensional
visualization of one of the trees in this paper, with bins overlying the original input data points.
2. After this “branch” our model has two bins, split by a threshold of vsw ∼ 450 km s−1. In each bin, the
predicted ULF PSD will be approximated by the mean value of power observed in that bin.
3. This process is repeated until the model reaches specified hyperparameters such as the branch depth or
the minimum allowed number of bins.
Some simple examples are shown in Figure 1; in (a) we see a dendrogram, a pictoral representation of one
of the decision trees here. In (b) we see an example decision tree regression on one-dimensional data, made
from a curve y = x2 plus a normally distributed error 𝜂. This essentially fits a stepwise function with varying
step sizes. In (c) we see an example decision tree such as the ones trained throughout this paper to predict
ULF wave PSD but displayed only along solar wind speed vsw and magnetic field component Bz. The bin size
is clearly very variable, with many smaller bins capturing the rapid change of behavior around Bz = 0. In
(c) lower power is indicated by dark blue and high power by light green. The color bar has been omitted to
prevent misinterpretations from many busy overlays; analysis of power throughout the model can be found
in sections below.
Decision trees tend to be low bias (as they make few assumptions about the model) but high variance (as they
are strongly affected by variance in the input data set) (Mehta et al., 2019). Decision trees are particularly
prone to overfitting, making so many small bins that they do not generalize well to nontraining data. We can
reduce these effects using hyperparameter optimization and ensembles of decision trees to make a model
that does generalize well.
Hyperparameters are settings that define the model architecture by constraining the final tree, for example,
by determining a set number of bins (leaves) the tree may end up with. Figure 2a is a cartoon illustrating the
importance of using the correct settings in a general machine learning model. This is shown for a theoretical
hyperparameter (or degree of freedom in the model). An example hyperparameter for another type of model
would be what order polynomial to use when curve fitting. As this theoretical hyperparameter increases from
0, the MSE in the model when applied to test data drastically drops but then increases again as overfitting
occurs. Similarly, we must perform optimization to choose the correct degrees of freedom for our model: We
choose to specify the minimum samples per leaf (i.e., in each final bin) and the maximum depth of each tree.
To choose these, we trained multiple models using permutations of these settings, calculating the MSE using
maximum depths between 5 and 35, and minimum samples in a leaf between 5 and 100. (Input values were
chosen to appropriately and efficiently cover the hyperparameter space. While we sampled every maximum
depth value between 5 and 35, we calculated MSE for every minimum samples-per-leaf value between 5 and
10, every second value between 10 and 20, every five values up to 50, and then every tenth value up to 100.)
To reduce overfitting in the final model from our hyperparameter choice, fivefold cross validation can be
used to calculate the MSE estimate for each pair of hyperparameters tested. Using this method, the training
data are partitioned into five segments. Then a model is trained on four segments, and the MSE is calculated
on the withheld segment. This process is iterated across the segments until each segment has been both part
of the training and test sets, so that the final MSE values for each pair of hyperparameter settings are the
average of five total runs. These MSE values were used to rank the possible settings, as shown in Figure 2b.
We concluded that the optimum model has a maximum depth of 11 and a minimum number of samples of
18 per leaf.
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Figure 2. Choosing settings (hyperparameters) for a machine learning model. (a) A cartoon example of any
hyperparameter for any machine learning model; a simple example is the order of a polynomial used in curve fitting.
As this example parameter increases, mean square error on the test data reduces as the model improves, but then rises
again as overfitting occurs. The ideal value for this parameter would then be the minimum point. (b) The results of
hyperparameter optimization for our decision trees. Decision trees with the given minimum samples per leaf and
maximum depth were ranked to indicate those with the lowest mean square error.
Finally, while we talk about “decision tree” models throughout this paper, each final model is really an
averaged decision tree created from an ensemble, known as a random forest (Hastie et al., 2009). The final
output is the average (mean) value output from all ensemble members, and the members vary by training
each on different collections of the training data. Each collection is the same size as the original training
data, where samples are drawn with replacement. We use 256 trees in each ensemble, a value chosen to be
computationally manageable yet retain enough members that the forest should be stable with the addition
of new trees. (Hastie et al., 2009; Oshiro et al., 2012). To find this averaged value for a given input, we take the
256 predicted values output by each tree and take the mean. Thus, the final model—the random forest—does
not easily decompose into bins, yet it is constructed from a set of models that do, individually, have the
desired properties in parameter space via variable bins. Averaging over this ensemble of decision trees results
in a final model that has reduced variance and therefore will generalize far better to new data.
2.2. Testing the Decision Tree Ensembles
To construct a general machine learning model, the data set should be split into testing and training data.
The larger the training data set, the easier it is to make a model with reduced variance. However, this would
mean less data to test on and therefore a performance statistic with more variance.
During the hyperparameter optimization, this train:test split was used as part of the fivefold cross validation.
We use a similar method to test our model against overfitting. For each station, frequency, and component,
we train 100 models using 80% of the data and calculate the MSE on the remaining test data, taking the
median MSE across the hundred runs. We find that over all stations and frequencies, the smallest and largest
median MSE values on the test partitions were 0.13 and 0.68 log10(PSD), (nT)2/Hz, respectively.
From this point onward we use decision tree ensembles retrained on the full data set for science and fore-









which compares the MSE between a model and observations to a reference model and observations, so that
positive values indicate the tested model is better than the reference model. As in Bentley et al. (2019), we
use a random model as the reference. In Table 1 we reproduce the forecasting skill for selected frequencies
and stations, including the decision tree model.
The decision tree ensembles consistently outperform other models at each station and frequency. While this
increase in skill is relatively small, the decision tree models are also far more suitable for analysis given their
efficient coverage of parameter space. This means that we can use model-represented power to approximate
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Table 1
Forecasting Skill at Selected Stations and Frequencies
Model skill score versus random reference model
Station/frequency tested 24 hr persistence 1 hr persistence Previous model (means only) Decision tree
FCHU/3.06 mHz 35.1 69.2 74.6 78.2
GILL/3.33 mHz 37.5 73.9 78.0 81.2
ISLL/4.17 mHz 37.4 76.1 78.4 81.6
PINA/4.44 mHz 35.5 72.7 77.6 80.4
Note. Forecasting skill scores for four stations and frequencies, testing the ability of each parameterized model to repro-
duce the original 15 years of data. The baseline reference model used is a “random” model, where power is sampled
from the original total distribution of the given partition. Simple 24 and 1 hr “persistence” models are tested against
this baseline (i.e., assuming power in the oncoming hour is the same as the previous day or hour) in addition to the
solar wind-parameterized model. The probability distributions predicted for each hour by the solar wind model were
either sampled or the mean value was taken to construct each 15 year time series. Where sampling methods were used,
2,000 time series were made and the forecast skill calculated for each one; the median is shown here. (Some skill scores
vary here from those shown in Bentley et al., 2019. These small [∼0.1] variations are in 24 and 1 hr persistence scores
and are due to the random model used in skill score calculations. Both the previous model and decision tree scores
converge well before 2000 runs; lower skill scores appear more susceptible to the random aspect of this calculation.)
power throughout the magnetosphere and test hypotheses about when and where we see wave power, par-
ticularly with changing MLT. We can also examine the remaining uncertainty in the model; this is included
as part of the MLT analysis in section 3.
While we do not consider how to use the decision trees probabilistically in this paper, we can still test how
well it reproduces the entire distribution over the 15 years. We show this for four MLTs, shown in Figure 3.
Each plot shows the overall quantiles of power seen at GILL 5 mHz over the 15 year period, both the original
observed values and the reproductions using our decision tree ensembles. The original values are shown in
brown with crosses and the reproductions with blue circles. In all sectors, the median part of the distribution
is captured well, but the model underrepresents the extreme high and low powered values. Since the decision
tree ensembles are trained using MSE, this is to be expected. We may be able to resolve this in future by using
the underlying distributions in each bin. However, for the remainder of this paper we focus on showing how
these decision tree models can be used to test existing hypotheses on ULF wave generation and propagation
and their variation by MLT and solar wind conditions.
3. Using the Models to Test Hypotheses: Wave Power Variation With MLT
There already exist many statistical studies of varying ULF power with MLT that identify asymmetries in
wave power and occurrence (see, e.g., Baker et al., 2003; Berube et al., 2014; Pahud et al., 2009). In most such
statistical studies, investigators must choose driving parameters to focus on and therefore manually restrict
other parameters. In contrast, our model chooses the appropriate resolution for each and so we have more
dimensions on which to investigate the underlying physics. Given that our characterization of power has six
dimensions (when one includes latitude and frequency) and is likely to contain abundant physics, we do not
attempt to discuss all the constituent processes here. Indeed, since it is unlikely that we will be able to extract
every single process contributing to wave power, we begin with simple testable hypotheses to determine the
dominant driving processes and suggest that to investigate the remaining processes and power, successively
finer hypothesis be constructed. This framework of successive questions should (a) state the process we
think will dominate observations, (b) propose how this process would manifest in the model, (c) test for
observations confirming or contradicting these expectations, and (d) repeat for finer processes. We draw on
previous literature to make hypotheses about the occurrence of ULF wave power in our models and how
this varies with MLT. We then test these hypotheses by examining power in our model. Despite choosing to
only test MLT-dependent hypotheses, we find that to examine these, we must involve some power variations
across other input parameters. Nevertheless, extending hypothesis testing to fully include power dependence
on other parameters is out of the scope of this model introduction paper. This section remains an example
of how to use the model we have presented and quantified throughout the paper. Thus, we do not examine
power variation with frequency as none of the MLT hypotheses we test require this. Instead, we choose one
representative frequency (5 mHz) for this section and simply note that similar signatures can be seen at other
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frequencies. A full study of the variation of power with parameters not the focus of this section—including
frequency—is left for future work.
3.1. Hypotheses: Variations of ULF Wave Power
We focus on testable hypotheses of power asymmetries in MLT, drawing from results of numerous previous
studies (e.g., Pahud et al., 2009; Rae, 2017; Takahashi et al., 2016). Many of these previous studies were based
on in situ (rather than ground) observations or investigated ULF wave events such as field line resonances.
In contrast, our model does not distinguish between power contributions from broadband or narrowband
wave activity and does not use any criteria or thresholds to define ULF wave events. This may result in
different patterns of MLT asymmetry for ground broadband power than for, say, in situ field line resonances.
We will investigate whether our existing understanding holds in our model and whether MLT asymmetries
can tell us what driving processes our parameters vsw,Bz, and var(Np) represent.
Hypothesis 1: There will be different asymmetries in wave power with MLT for Bz< 0 compared to Bz> 0.
Testing this hypothesis will inform us whether there is need to separate Bz± 0 throughout the analysis.
Many previous studies have identified Bz as a significant driving parameter (see, e.g., Mathie & Mann, 2001;
Simms et al., 2010; Takahashi et al., 2012), although often a simple linear relationship between ULF wave
power and Bz was assumed. Bentley et al. (2018) found that ULF wave power dependence on Bz changed
across the threshold Bz = 0.
Hypothesis 2: Waves driven by external magnetopause perturbations, particularly large amplitude ones, will
have more power in the dawn sector. This asymmetry will be larger at higher-latitude stations.
The dawn asymmetry of ULF wave occurrence has been identified by many studies (see, e.g., Baker et al.,
2003; Takahashi et al., 2016; Wright et al., 2018). This is thought to be due to the superior ability of the dawn
side to support externally driven ULF waves, as there exists an underlying plasma mass density asymmetry.
The radial gradient of plasma mass density in dawn is shallower than on the dusk side, where there are often
also density structures such as plumes. On average this means that standing waves are less likely to form on
the duskside (see, e.g., Rae, 2017, and references therein). This contribution is one of the easiest to test using
our model and is therefore the option we will study first. Alternatively, the dawn-dusk asymmetry may be
due to conditions that would roughly equally affect all external drivers, such as asymmetric magnetopause
instabilities (Hwang & Sibeck, 2016; Mann & Wright, 1999) or the angle of the solar wind striking the dawn
flank. Ideally in future we would also quantify the relative contribution of each of these conditions (likely
Figure 3. Power spectral density quantiles for observations (brown crosses) and reproductions using the decision tree
model (blue circles) for GILL station at 5 mHz over the entire 15 years of input data. Quantiles are shown for a single
hour in each of the midnight, dawn, noon, and dusk sectors.
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requiring multiple further hypotheses), and for the moment, we note that it is believed that solar wind
striking angle may have a lesser effect (Rae, 2017) and the effect of solar wind orientation was not significant
enough to be resolved when choosing causal parameters in Bentley et al. (2018).
To test the radial density gradient explanation, we investigate whether power asymmetries manifest with
the expected signature in our predictive model. We expect any dawn-dusk asymmetry to be larger for
higher-latitude stations. Externally driven waves cannot penetrate as far into the magnetosphere, and
therefore this asymmetry will drop off with decreasing station latitude. Rae et al. (2019) show that this “pen-
etration distance” varies significantly in storms as the density changes, and therefore we expect that there
will be a gradual lessening of this asymmetry with decreasing latitude, to reflect the variable nature of the
plasma density.
However, we cannot fully test the signature of ULF wave power driven by magnetopause perturbations with-
out isolating those perturbations, which we cannot do with our data set. Therefore, to test this hypothesis,
we apply it separately to each of the solar wind parameters. If we see the dawn-dusk, latitudinal asymmetry
signature for some individual parameters that are considered to be a proxy for magnetopause oscillations,
we can conclude that the signature fulfills Hypothesis 2, suggesting that different radial density profiles is
the dominant distinguishable cause of a dawn-dusk asymmetry in ULF wave power. On the other hand, if
we see this asymmetry signature for all parameters, then we will not have proven Hypothesis 2 as there are
multiple explanations to such an outcome. In that case, either all parameters correspond to driving via mag-
netopause perturbations, or the dawn-dusk asymmetry does not relate to the ability of magnetopause-driven
waves to penetrate the magnetosphere at all but instead reflects other global asymmetries such as magne-
topause instabilities, the solar wind striking angle, or the transmission of ULF waves through the ionosphere
(which was omitted during the construction of this hypothesis and is discussed in the analysis, section 3.2.2).
For each parameter we also specify alternative hypotheses, to distinguish contributions from driving
processes that do not involve magnetopause perturbations.
Hypothesis 2a: If speed is a proxy for wave power driven by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and their resultant
magnetopause perturbations, then power will increase more at dawn than dusk, particularly at high-latitude
stations.
Alternatively, power everywhere increases with increasing speed.
We particularly expect to see this asymmetry with solar wind speed vsw as this is often used as a proxy for
the amount of driving by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities on the magnetopause. In this case, increasing speed
would be associated with an increasing amount of power in the dawn sector, particularly at higher-latitude
stations. An alternative finding may be that total power increases everywhere with speed in the same
manner, suggesting that speed is a good proxy for the total energy entering the magnetosphere.
Hypothesis 2b: If Bz represents magnetopause perturbations such as those from traveling flux tubes, power
will increase in dawn (particularly at high latitudes) for more strongly negative Bz< 0.
Alternatively, power may increase in the midnight sector with more negative Bz due to substorm activity.
In line with previous literature (see Bentley et al., 2018, and references therein), the increase of wave power
for Bz< 0 (i.e., below the threshold Bz = 0) may be due to the Dungey cycle of magnetospheric reconnection:
Power increases either due to perturbations along the magnetopause due to traveling flux tubes and/or due
to substorms. Traveling flux tubes would result in the dawn-dusk asymmetries discussed above, whereas
substorm-related increases in power would be expected to peak in the midnight sector. Note that there are
multiple other processes related to Bz that impact ULF wave power, such as the magnetopause location
(discussed below) and the properties of the low-latitude boundary layer (affecting the Kelvin-Helmholtz
stability of the magnetopause and the radial Alfvén speed profile, and therefore ULF wave propagation)
(Hwang & Sibeck, 2016). It is unlikely that we will be able to distinguish the impact of these from our three
solar wind parameter model. Therefore, we choose to test hypotheses based on what previous work suggests
may be the most dominant processes but will consider the possible impact of alternatives when analyzing
the results.
Hypothesis 2c: If var(Np) represents solar wind buffeting of the magnetopause directly driving compressional
magnetospheric waves, we will see the signature of higher power in dawn and at high latitudes.
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Alternatively, var(Np) represents unknown, complex impacts of sudden global compressions of the magne-
topause.
Variations in either density or pressure have been associated with increased ULF wave power in multi-
ple studies (see, e.g., Berube et al., 2014; Simms et al., 2010; Takahashi et al., 2012). Solar wind pressure
or density variations have been shown to drive magnetospheric compressional waves and set up standing
waves (Claudepierre et al., 2010; Wright & Rickard, 1995), and it has been shown that power is controlled
by variations of pressure rather than by speed at latitudes lower than L∼ 6 (Berube et al., 2014; Takahashi
et al., 2012). Clearly, pressure and/or number density have some control over the ULF wave power observed
throughout the magnetosphere. However, it is unclear how much of this control is attributable to (1) the
inherent properties of a globally compressed magnetosphere, (2) to many smaller plasma variations buffet-
ing the magnetosphere, or (3) to the effects of sudden global compressions. (For the purposes of discussion
we are decoupling the state of a compressed magnetosphere from the sudden compression itself as this helps
us address processes individually; a constantly compressed magnetosphere may affect ULF waves differently
to a suddenly compressed one, even though these states are related.) We can discuss these three possibilities
in order.
First, in a compressed magnetosphere ULF waves can consistently propagate further, reaching
lower-latitude stations due to the reduced distance to the magnetopause. Second, if var(Np) represents the
onset of particularly variable plasma, it may be that this buffeting drives magnetopause perturbations and
hence radially propagating compressional waves. These may be due to the magnetosheath amplifying vari-
ations in number density or to magnetosheath processing driving other foreshock phenomena (see, e.g.,
Archer et al., 2013; Hartinger et al., 2013; Zastenker et al., 2002). Third, the var(Np) contribution to ULF
wave power may be due to the effects of sudden global compressions. This would include impacts such as
the global scale “ringing” of the magnetosphere or the sudden loss of magnetospheric plasma to the solar
wind, which would drastically change the radial profile of the underlying plasma such that density at dawn
and dusk are more symmetric.
Based on the three solar wind parameters in our model, we would expect interplanetary shocks to be pri-
marily represented by var(Np). Indeed, Bentley et al. (2018) concluded that var(Np) represented large solar
wind structures sweeping across Earth's magnetosphere (i.e., shocks) rather than solar wind MHD waves
but were unable to speculate on the intermediate processes driving higher power in magnetospheric waves.
By breaking down the possible contributions of var(Np) as we have in the previous paragraph (i.e., via a static
compressed state/variable solar wind plasma driving magnetopause perturbations/ sudden global compres-
sions), we can more easily distinguish the underlying processes affecting ULF waves, as shocks could be
affecting ULF wave power through any combination of the above processes, all of which would have varied
impacts across dayside wave power.
Ideally, we would be able to investigate the impact of all of these processes. However, due to the complexity
of these processes, we cannot easily suggest how their combined effect would manifest in our model. This
is where our method of successive hypothesis testing comes in to play: We will first examine the easiest pro-
cess to detect. Therefore, our hypothesis is that var(Np) represents some type of magnetopause perturbation
(whether this is direct buffeting or involves magnetosheath processing), and our alternative hypothesis is
that var(Np) does not represent power by magnetopause perturbations but by some other complex inter-
action of the above processes during a sudden global compression. If this is the hypothesis accepted in
our analysis, then we expect that future work will be needed to determine whether any of the remaining
underlying processes can instead be shown to dominate var(Np) contributions to power.
The missing, untestable hypothesis: When the magnetopause is compressed (i.e., for high solar wind speed,
strongly negative Bz and large var(Np)), we will observe greater power on the dayside.
The equilibrium position of the magnetopause has been shown to have a clear impact on ULF wave power,
with more power for a magnetopause nearer to the Earth (Murphy et al., 2015). The position of the magne-
topause is strongly related to solar wind vsw and Bz (Shue et al., 1998) and is likely to be indirectly related to
var(Np), which scales with Np. However, this hypothesis is very difficult to test with our model, because we
can only capture the magnetopause location indirectly. Therefore, any contribution from magnetopause dis-
tance would be inextricably tied up with all the other interparameter relationships and with the processes
they are already known to represent. For example, we already expect high solar wind speed to drive high
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Figure 4. Variation of ULF wave power at GILL station, 5 mHz. Model-predicted power spectral density is shown by
magnetic local time at quantiles of (a) speed (for median Bz< 0 and var(Np)), (b) Bz< 0 (for median speed and
var(Np)), and (c) var(Np) (for median speed and Bz< 0). Median values for speed, Bz< 0, and var(Np) are 421 km s−1,
−1.8 nT, and var(Np) =−0.716 log10 (cm−3), respectively. (d–f) Also variation of wave power with speed, Bz, and
var(Np) but for Bz> 0 (with a median value of Bz = 1.7 nT held constant for (d) and (f)). Radius of each quantile





predicted for those solar wind values, at that station,
frequency, and magnetic local time.
wave power on the dayside due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, which may be very difficult to distinguish
from a more compressed magnetopause. Similarly, high dayside power with Bz is tied to other processes dis-
cussed above. As a result, the statement here (“more dayside power”) is weaker than the statement in the
previous hypothesis (“more dayside power, especially at dawn”). Furthermore, because the magnetopause
distance is only included indirectly via our parameter choice, the predictions from a random forest model
are averaged over multiple magnetopause configurations, diluting any possible conclusions. We therefore
choose not to make this a separate hypothesis as while magnetopause distance clearly has a significant
impact on ULF wave power and ideally should be considered with other dominant dayside ULF processes,
our model with the three parameters is not an appropriate tool to investigate that impact. Instead, we will
simply consider the possible impact of magnetopause location when examining the other hypotheses above.
Hypothesis 3: The greatest remaining uncertainty will be in the midnight sector, with a possible additional
increase in the dawn sector. Uncertainties will be larger for Bz< 0 than Bz> 0.
We expect that the greatest uncertainties in the model will occur in locations where our model less success-
fully captures the underlying physics due to our choice of parameters. Therefore, we expect this uncertainty
to be largest in the midnight sector due to both the occurrence of substorm-generated power (which cannot
be completely captured by solar wind properties) and the variable ground-to-L* correspondence, as stations
will map to varying geomagnetic locations in the magnetotail, therefore averaging over different locations
with varying properties. Similarly, there is likely to be larger uncertainty for Bz< 0 than Bz> 0 as we do
not explicitly capture the effect of substorm behavior, and we expect more substorms for Bz< 0 (Freeman &
Farrugia, 1999). Another possibility is the existence of uncertainty in regions where monochromatic stand-
ing waves develop: These will contribute significant amounts of power at a single frequency but are unlikely
to be well represented by an average value over long time periods.
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3.2. Testing the Hypotheses Using Model Power and Uncertainty
3.2.1. Hypothesis 1: Two Bz Regimes
In Figure 4 we show how ULF wave power occurrence varies in our model as we vary each parameter. For
each plot, we hold two of the three parameters constant (at the median value) and vary the third, show-
ing the predicted wave power between the minimum, maximum and quantiles. Figure 4a shows the power
found in our model at GILL station, 5 mHz, as speed varies for Bz< 0 (i.e., showing power with quantiles of
speed for median Bz< 0 and median var(Np), Bz =−1.8 nT and var(Np) =−0.716 log10 (cm−3), respectively).
Similarly, (b) shows the variation of power with quantiles of Bz< 0 for the median speed and var(Np)
(421 km s−1 and var(Np) =−0.716 log10 (cm−3)). In (c) we vary var(Np) for constant speed and Bz< 0, and
(d)–(f) show the corresponding results for Bz> 0, with corresponding constants of 421 km s−1, 1.7 nT, and
−0.716 log10 (cm−3).
Figure 4 allows us to test Hypothesis 1. We do indeed see different behavior for Bz ≶ 0 when varying
both speed and var(Np). For speed, the dawn-dusk asymmetry is clear for both Bz ≶ 0 and there is a mid-
night asymmetry for Bz< 0 (Figure 4a). Furthermore, we see that the Bz = 0 threshold indicates two distinct
behaviour regimes by comparing Figure 4a to Figure 4d and Figure 4c to Figure 4f: For constant vsw and
var(Np) values, respectively, the variation of power with Bz is very different for negative and positive Bz val-
ues. The var(Np) plots are significantly different between Bz ≶ 0, with var(Np) accounting for very small
variation of power across all MLT sectors for Bz< 0 and a much larger variation over all MLT where Bz> 0.
These effects will be discussed further below.
We conclude that it is necessary to treat Bz> 0 and Bz< 0 as separate regimes and do so in the following
analysis.
3.2.2. Hypotheses 2: Power Signature of External Drivers
We examine each solar wind parameter for evidence of a dawn, high-latitude increased power signature,
postulated to indicate direct driving by magnetopause perturbations. To do so, we compare the change in
each parameter at several stations for Bz< 0 (in Figure 5) and for Bz> 0 (in Figure 6). Both of these show
the three parameters varying with quantile as before, for four stations FCHU, GILL, ISLL, and PINA.
We note that in the first column of both Figures 5 and 6 there is indeed a dawn-dusk asymmetry that is
more pronounced in the higher-latitude stations, following increases with speed. This asymmetry is far less
apparent with changes in Bz (second column) or var(Np) (third column) even for similar amplitudes of
wave power. This suggests that Hypothesis 2 is correct: that the dawn, high-latitude power signature may
indeed represent a combination of driving by magnetopause oscillations and the different plasma density
distribution in dawn, rather than simply the increased ability of the dawn sector to support waves. Otherwise,
we would expect to see the same signature for other parameters, when total power is large enough to be
comparable to power in the vsw plots. We examine each subhypothesis below.
The dawn, high-latitude asymmetry is very clear for the speed column, suggesting that vsw is indeed a good
proxy for external perturbations driven by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities (KHI). This dawn asymmetry is
only seen at lower-latitude stations during extremely fast solar wind speeds. However, it is also clear that
even at lower-latitude stations and on the nightside, there is more power with increasing solar wind speed.
These are not locations we would necessarily expect to contain ULF waves driven directly by KHI magne-
topause perturbations, due to the density profile for low-latitude stations (and hence the Alfvén continuum
Lee, 1996) and due to the magnetotail configuration and hence the open field lines and the varying dis-
tance to the magnetopause for the nightside. Our alternative hypothesis was that speed may work as a proxy
for total power transferred from the solar wind to magnetosphere-scale perturbations and hence ULF wave
power. We also discussed the complicating factor of high solar wind speed indicating a closer magnetopause.
We now suggest that both these explanations may currently be indistinguishable from a less idealized view
of KHI-driven wave power. In our idealized description, KHI-driven compressional waves travel radially and
interact with the Alfvén continuum (i.e., the plasma density profile) in a relatively simple way. In a more
realistic magnetosphere, magnetopause-driven waves propagate into the magnetosphere in all directions.
The resulting “bouncing around” of the waves, particularly over the hourly windows considered here, may
explain the global increases of power as an increases in solar wind speed. However, we would intuitively
still expect less variation of power with speed at lower latitudes and at midnight.
Instead, the remaining power observed in Figure 6 at these locations suggests that there may be a more
complicated relationship with speed, in addition to more realistic driving by KHI. Part of this complicated
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Figure 5. Variation of power with three solar wind pararmeters in the decision tree ensemble models at 5 mHz, by
magnetic local time, for Bz< 0. By row: (a–c) FCHU (L∼ 7.94), (d–f) GILL (L∼ 6.51), (g–i) ISLL (L∼ 5.40), and (j–l)
PINA (L∼ 4.21). By column: variation of power with speed, Bz< 0, and var(Np). Radius corresponds to predicted power
spectral density.
relationship likely includes the effect of vsw representing a closer magnetopause, which, as we have dis-
cussed, is not easily investigated with our model. We therefore suggest that Hypothesis 2a is satisfied, but
that there are further nuances to the distribution of energy throughout the magnetosphere during times of
increasing solar wind speed.
We can also address the cause of the Bz driving. In Hypothesis 2b, we suggested that with increasingly
negative Bz< 0 we might observe either a dawn-dusk asymmetry in wave power arising from magnetopause
deformations by traveling flux tubes or a midnight sector enhancement associated with substorms. These
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Figure 6. Variation of power with three solar wind parameters in the decision tree ensemble models at 5 mHz, by
magnetic local time, for Bz> 0. By row: (a–c) FCHU (L∼ 7.94), (d–f) GILL (L∼ 6.51), (g–i) ISLL (L∼ 5.40), and (j–l)
PINA (L∼ 4.21). By column: variation of power with speed, Bz< 0, and var(Np). Radius corresponds to predicted power
spectral density.
options can be tested using the Bz ≶ 0 split between Figures 5 and 6, in addition to the variation of power
with all Bz in the second column.
Comparing the first (i.e., speed) columns of both Figure 5 (Bz< 0) and Figure 6 (Bz> 0), we find that the
dawn-dusk asymmetry seen with increases in speed appears modestly larger for Bz< 0. There is little evi-
dence of a dawn, high-latitude increase in power with variations of Bz (second column of Figures 5 and 6),
suggesting that Bz represents minimal driving by magnetopause perturbations.
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On the other hand, there is a premidnight increase in power for all except the most strongly postive values of
Bz (second column of Figures 5 and 6). This premidnight increase is strong enough to also be reflected with
variation of speed for Bz< 0 (first column, Figure 5) and is centered at 23 MLT, the most common location
for substorms (Gjerloev et al., 2004). The increase in power is particularly clear for auroral stations FCHU
and GILL, with a smaller effect for the lower-latitude stations which is centered closer to midnight.
We note that in the Bz< 0 column of Figure 5 there is residual increased power focused on the nightside
but observed at all MLTs, whereas in contrast there appears to be very little variation of power with Bz> 0,
except for values of Bz close to 0 which likely still include substorm activity (Freeman & Farrugia, 1999).
This residual power with Bz< 0 is probably due to substorm activity driving global ULF wave propagation on
our hourly timescale as it is seen at all MLTs but could also be related to other dayside processes associated
with Bz< 0 such as a closer magnetopause. These processes cannot be distinguished at this time, and so we
cannot comment on their contribution.
Together, the lack of external power signature and the increase in power at 23 MLT indicate that power
increases with negative Bz are unlikely to represent significant direct driving by magnetopause perturba-
tions. Instead, power variations with Bz appear to indicate that substorm activity is the dominant process of
the two
To investigate the role of var(Np) as a proxy for external magnetopause perturbations, we intended to exam-
ine the variation of power with var(Np) in the third column of both Figures 5 and 6. However, we note that
the third column of Figure 5 looks quite unexpected, with barely any variation of power with solar wind
var(Np). This unexpected behavior could be physical, an artifact of our modeling method, or a combination
of the two.
A physical interpretation of the lack of power variation with var(Np) at high latitude in midnight may be
due to those stations predominantly connecting to open field lines while Bz< 0. It is not clear why this
would impact the var(Np) column so drastically and the speed column not at all. On the other hand, these
artifacts could be due to the interdependence of the parameters and the operation of the decision trees. There
may have been fewer splits made along var(Np) because significantly more variation existed along other
parameters, or because var(Np) covaries particularly efficiently with vsw and/or Bz under these conditions. In
both these cases the model would be working as expected to accurately approximate the variation of power in
the solar wind parameter space; unfortunately, interparameter relationships make it difficult to analyze the
physics behind variation of power in the model. Given that these low-variation situations are in the midnight
sector, for high-latitude stations when Bz< 0, we think it most likely that the cause is predominantly physical
(i.e., open field lines) but complicated by solar wind interparameter relationships. We choose to only draw
conclusions from Figure 6f, 6i, and 6l for Hypothesis 2c.
For var(Np), we do not see any evidence of the power signature associated with magnetopause perturbations.
Excluding those figures whose results are contaminated by open field lines, power appears symmetric with
MLT, or with an increase on the entire dayside for the lowest latitude stations. We conclude that var(Np) does
not represent power directly driven by waves from the magnetopause. This is consistent with previous work
suggesting that short-lived solar wind processes such as impulsive density perturbations are screened out
by the magnetopause, which cannot respond fast enough and therefore acts as a low-pass filter (e.g., Archer
et al., 2013). Instead, any increase in power must be due to another aspect of sudden global compressions,
and so this is a question which should be addressed in future work.
In this second hypothesis we have essentially been investigating the dawn-dusk asymmetry. However, we
have not yet discussed the impact of asymmetries in ionospheric conductivity. This affects the transmission
of ULF waves through the ionosphere and therefore modulates wave observation by ground magnetome-
ters. (Glassmeier & Stellmacher, 2000) found a greater dawn-dusk asymmetry for ground observations than
for in situ observations, suggesting that differing ionospheric properties contribute to the observed wave
power asymmetry. However, we do not believe that this affects the results of our analysis. The ground sta-
tion used in Glassmeier & Stellmacher (2000) is on a similar geomagnetic latitude to GILL (second row of
Figures 5 and 6) whereas their in situ data corresponds to ground station PINA (bottom row of Figures 5
and 6) which shows significantly less dawn-dusk asymmetry, similar to the in situ results. These more closely
located measurements indicate that the difference between ground and in situ data may be predominantly
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Figure 7. GILL 5.0 mHz. Top row is for Bz< 0, bottom for Bz> 0. From left to right: (a) uncertainty in each MLT bin for
median speed, Bz, and var(Np) values (421 km s−1, −1.8 and 1.7 nT, and −0.716 log10 (cm−3), respectively). (b) The
remaining uncertainty at speed quantiles for each MLT (quantile values shown in the bar in the bottom right corner),
(c) similar uncertainty for Bz< 0 at median values of speed and var(Np), (d) uncertainty for var(Np) by MLT. (e–h) The
same for Bz> 0.
due to latitudinal differences, rather than ionospheric processing. Furthermore, if the dawn-dusk asymme-
try were predominantly due to asymmetries in ionospheric conductivity we would see the asymmetry for
more parameters and latitudes than in our analysis above. However, the relationship between ionospheric
conductivity and solar wind properties (e.g., Newell et al., 2009) and the related effect of the auroral oval
on observed wave power (Kozyreva et al., 2016; Pilipenko et al., 2001; Simms et al., 2006) are likely to have
additional effects that should be investigated in future, perhaps with a secondary set of hypotheses, or with
an expanded set of parameters if they could be causally established.
3.2.3. Hypothesis 3: Uncertainty in Our Model
We also investigate azimuthal asymmetries by examining which MLTs contain the most remaining uncer-
tainty. Large amounts of remaining uncertainty indicate areas where we approximate the physics less well,
due to either our choice of parameters or model type. As each decision tree is trained on MSE (and this quan-
tity is stored in the final tree), we use a MSE-based quantity to determine uncertainty. Instead of pure MSE,
which would simply scale with total power, we characterize the remaining uncertainty as the MSE divided
by the predicted power. In this way a remaining uncertainty of ∼1 would indicate that the uncertainty is
comparable to the power predicted in that bin. To calculate this remaining uncertainty for a given point in
the parameter space, we identify the appropriate bin in each decision tree in the ensemble and fetch the
MSE associated with that bin. Thus the remaining uncertainty is average MSE remaining in all trees of the
ensemble at that point, divided by the power predicted by the ensemble (i.e., the average power predicted
by trees in the ensemble).
Figure 7 shows the uncertainty in decision tree predictions at selected points in the parameter space. From
left to right: First we show uncertainty across all decision trees in an ensemble for each MLT at the median
values of speed, Bz< 0 and var(Np). Then we show the uncertainty at each MLT for octiles of speed, for the
specified value median values of Bz< 0 and var(Np). Outer quantiles—the minimum and maximum values
of speed—are excluded here, as they are the most poorly represented regions of the parameter space and
therefore the remaining uncertainty is less physically informative. Similarly, we show variation of uncer-
tainty for each MLT with Bz< 0 (in (c)) and var(Np) (in (d)). The bottom row is the same but for Bz> 0. Each
bin shown in Figure 7 represents one point in the parameter space; neighboring points may well still end
up in one leaf node of the tree and therefore have the same MSE as they are in the same decision tree bin.
We suggested that the greatest remaining uncertainty would be in midnight based on our assumption that
substorms were the most poorly approximated physics in our model. While the midnight sector is indeed the
MLT sector with the most uncertainty, surprisingly there is more uncertainty for all parameters for Bz> 0.
This result suggests that we are approximating the physics better for Bz< 0 than Bz> 0. This can still be
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understood in terms of substorms, if one takes them to be the dominant ULF-effective Bz-related process
distinguishable in our model (which they appear to be, based on the Hypothesis 2b analysis).
If Bz< 0 is a good proxy for substorms, it would represent large impacts from substorms, with only a small
amount of variability. Conversely, for Bz> 0, we may observe significant substorm activity, or none at all
(see, e.g., Freeman & Farrugia, 1999; Lee et al., 2010; Wygant et al., 1983). In this case Bz> 0 may on aver-
age represent low amounts of substorm activity, but with high variability. If ULF wave power is related to
substorm activity, the poor quality of Bz> 0 as a substorm predictor would be reflected in the uncertainty
here. For example, it has been shown that the amount of tail loading (and hence substorm occurrence)
depends on the time since the interplanetary magnetic field was directed southward (Wygant et al., 1983).
Reducing remaining substorm-related uncertainty would require a better proxy for the substorm cycle. We
note that this Bz-dependent uncertainty is seen at all MLT, and not solely in the midnight sector. This uncer-
tainty in dayside wave power may be due to the timescale of our observations, as the effect of substorms may
well propagate to the dayside within an hour. However, the uncertainty may additionally be caused by other
Bz-dependent effects such as those described when constructing Hypothesis 2b (magnetopause location,
Alfvén speed, Kelvin-Helmholtz stability of magnetopuase and also ionospheric conductivity). Including a
substorm activity proxy would allow this to be tested, and may improve dayside power estimates.
We also note that there appears to be little dawn-dusk asymmetry in the remaining uncertainty, suggest-
ing that capturing the source of such an asymmetry is not the most significant remaining problem in the
characterization of ULF wave power.
Overall the largest amount of uncertainty is for Bz> 0, at low speed and low var(Np) values. These are the
conditions under which there is the least ULF wave driving by solar wind properties. As the uncertainty here
is significantly larger, we suggest that power is poorly parameterized by our solar wind properties because
external driving no longer dominates so completely; instead, the internal state of the magnetosphere (includ-
ing the equilibrium magnetopause location) and internal drivers may be more significant. This should be
confirmed in future work as it indicates that internal magnetospheric properties may be a significant second
component of more accurate ULF wave models.
3.2.4. Summary
In this section we tested hypotheses about ULF wave power occurrence in MLT. We found it necessary to
split the analysis into two separate regimes (Bz ≶ 0). We found that a dawn asymmetry of higher power with
a peak at high latitudes can only be found with increasing speed, and is not observed for other parameters
even when the total power is comparable. As speed is the parameter most strongly associated with direct
driving by magnetopause oscillations, this finding suggests that the dawn asymmetry is a combined result of
both direct driving by magnetopause perturbations and the more hospitable density profile at dawn, rather
than solely the ability of the dawn sector to support ULF waves. We conclude that the power increase with
Bz< 0 is more likely to be due to substorms than to external drivers. We are unable to fully analyze variation
of power with var(Np), but conclude that it does not represent driving by magnetopause perturbations.
Remaining uncertainty in the model suggested that we capture substorms poorly, although contrary to
expectations, this effect was greater for Bz> 0 and was not restricted to the midnight sector. Finally, the most
remaining uncertainty was found where the solar wind driving was least strong. This result suggests that
the internal state of the magnetosphere is comparable to the smallest amounts of solar wind driving and
may therefore have a significant contribution to ULF wave power that should be included in future models.
4. Discussion
In testing, the decision tree ensemble models perform modestly better than the previous empirical models
at predicting real data while also presenting significant improvements in methodology and utility. They are
more robust as the bin choices are not arbitrary, and remaining error can be reduced using methods such
as parameter optimization and ensemble averaging. They are also easier to train, save, use and share as part
of the Python module scikit-learn. They have better coverage as, with no empty bins, predictions can be
made across the entire parameter space. Finally, the variable bin size means that, by definition, they capture
the areas of parameter space with more rapidly changing ULF wave power, such as around Bz∼ 0 and by
MLT. While characterization of the full spectrum of wave behavior would require properties that cannot
be captured in a ground-based model (e.g., the wave mode and azimuthal wave structure, or m-number),
the high resolution empirical models (and their construction method) presented in this paper represent
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a significantly increased capability to investigate global magnetospheric wave processes. For example, in
section 3 existing theories of ULF wave generation and propagation in the parameter space were tested
with MLT.
Our use of decision trees is based on several underlying difficulties in analyzing space physics data such as an
unevenly sampled parameter space and the interdependence of driving parameters—in particular, the effect
of nonlinear relationships between those parameters. Each of these is addressed somewhat by choosing to
use a decision tree.
In the decision tree algorithm, bins are determined by the variance in the data across the parameter space.
As a result, the algorithm is likely to split large bins that are heavily populated at one end but represent
different behavior across the bin. Therefore, this algorithm immediately reduces (although does not remove)
the bias from such bins in comparison to large linearly spaced bins. The decision tree algorithm allows a
higher bin resolution where we have more data but also prevents bins calculating a mean power from only
three or four points. It is possible the outer edge of the parameter space is still poorly characterized with
sparsely populated bins; this is unavoidable and would improve with more data.
The driving parameter interdependence has two aspects. First, interpretability. The parameters used in this
study were chosen as they were found to be causally correlated to changes in ULF wave power (Bentley et al.,
2018). This removes parameters correlated to but not driving ULF wave power. Therefore, for our decision
tree ensembles, the interpretability and interdependence of our parameters depends entirely on the choice
of [vsw, Bz, var(Np)] from previous studies. Second, the effect of bias. This results from the inherent capture
of interparameter relationships in our machine learning model; we are essentially capturing the relation-
ship between solar wind parameters which is due to the nature of solar wind generation and propagation
(Borovsky, 2018), whereas ideally we only want the effect of the parameters on the driving of ULF waves.
This complication can be explained succinctly by using two functions to represent the solar wind driving of











Generation and propagation of the solar wind is determined by the Sun (function g). However, this means
that the values of
[
vsw,Bz, var(Np)
]a which are observed in the solar wind near Earth do not include all
possible combinations of the parameters vsw,Bz,var(Np). The model ( f ) is designed to take all possible per-
mutations in this parameter space, and intuitively we expect the output to represent only the relationship
between solar wind variables observed near the Earth and the ULF wave power. Instead, the input to our
random forest model ( f ) predicting ULF wave PSD P is actually the subset
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values in our parameter space. As we do not explicitly remove or account for the effect
of g on our available input choices,
[
vsw,Bz, var(Np)
]b = [vsw,Bz, var(Np)]a, and so these unknown interpa-
rameter relationships are inherently included in our model function f instead. As a result, there is a bias
toward values of power seen under more common solar wind conditions, due to the indirect inclusion of
solar wind processing in our model.
To a large extent this relationship is unavoidable. However, we can somewhat reduce the effect of these
inherently included interparameter relationships by using a decision tree. We do not assume that relation-
ships between input parameters, or between input parameters and power P are linear, or monotonic, or a
single function. Instead, the total combined function f is approximated using a series of piecewise step func-
tions across the parameter space. In this way the nonlinear relationship between power and Bz was found to
be more significant than anticipated; the two regimes either side of Bz = 0 behave very differently. However,
that is not to say that we have completely removed the effect of the interparameter relationships. Instead, we
have only approximated the final (nonlinear) combined function representing the effect of our parameters
on power. When the decision tree returns the correct power value for a given set of solar wind conditions,
it is not necessarily because the contribution of each parameter has been independently captured but may
instead be tied up with interparameter relationships inherently approximated by the model. In this case the
model will perform well for forecasting and predictions but is more difficult to interpret, such as our attempt
to analyze the effect of var(Np) on wave power and our inability to include magnetopause distance in our
first set of hypotheses.
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The effectivity of the decision tree model also suggests that more parameters could be added. The model here
has six dimensions and is already difficult to analyze, necessitating a hypothesis testing rather than a statis-
tical study approach. However, including more parameters and testing more hypotheses could yield greater
insight into the physics. For example, we could include F10.7 to investigate the solar cycle (Murphy et al.,
2011) or parameters such as estimated magnetopause location or internal properties of the magnetosphere
(Rae et al., 2019). Parameter interdependence would be an important consideration for such additions. Other
parameter choices will be investigated in future.
5. Conclusion
In this article we have constructed a series of decision tree ensembles characterizing ULF wave PSD from
ground-based magnetometers, driven by solar wind speed, Bz and variance of proton number density. When
trained correctly, decision trees ensembles are less susceptible to bias and variance than simple binned sta-
tistical models as they choose bins intelligently in the parameter space. As a result we can predict how
much power will occur more accurately and with far greater resolution in the input parameters, such as in
MLT. Models span 1–15 mHz and cover roughly L∼ 4 to ∼8. Using forecasting skill, we find that this model
outperforms the previous model Bentley et al. (2019) and is more versatile.
We have proposed that testing a series of hypotheses is a suitable method for investigating successively
finer contributions in parameterized models such as the one here. As an example we have analyzed MLT
variations in our six-dimensional model using this hypothesis testing, rather than a full statistical survey,
for a single representative frequency 5 mHz. We confirmed that for ULF wave occurrence, Bz ≶ 0 represents
two different physical regimes due to substorm activity. We have also confirmed that external driving by
solar wind speed via Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities is seen in our model and that a high power signature in
dawn at high latitudes corresponds to the combined effect of directly driven magnetopause perturbations
and a shallower radial plasma density profile. We used model uncertainty to identify where the physics
was poorly approximated; while large amounts of uncertainty do appear to be due to substorm activity, this
appears more for Bz> 0 than Bz< 0 and is seen globally rather than just in the midnight sector. Furthermore,
the largest uncertainty is seen for Bz> 0 and low speed or var(Np). This indicates that while solar wind
driving dominates the ULF wave power observed, the internal state of the magnetosphere is likely to have a
significant secondary role.
Future work on this topic includes creating probabilistic radial diffusion coefficients based on the model
used here and the inclusion of further parameters both to understand the underlying physics and for
forecasting purposes.
Data Availability Statement
Data from CARISMA can be found online (at https://carisma.ca). OMNI data are available from the
GSFC/SPDF OMNIWeb interface (at https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/). The decision tree ensembles are
available to use from Zenodo (Bentley et al., 2020).
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